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Energy Balance Models (EBMs) have a long heritage in climate science, including their use in modelling
anomalies in global mean temperature (GMT) and the impulse response problem for idealised anthropogenic
perturbation. Stochastic EBMs of the Hasselmann type allow direct treatment of climate fluctuations and noise
(e.g. [1]) and are highly topical because of their use in formulating a proposed emergent constraint on climate
sensitivity [2]. Considerable sophistication has now been reached in the application of multivariate and univariate
stochastic models in many areas of climate, including Langevin approaches which exploit the mapping between
stochastic EBMs and Langevin’s original form of his equation, with GMT anomaly replacing the velocity, and the
other corresponding replacements also being made.
Although still contentious, the evidence for long range memory (LRM) in GMT, and the success of fractional Gaussian noise in its prediction [3] has already brought progress from the investigation of heavy-tailed
(rather than exponential) impulse response models [4,5,6]. Concurrent work with multi-box EBMs [7] is showing
that LRM is less “exotic” than is sometimes believed, and can be a natural consequence of the aggregation of
processes with their own characteristic timescales.
Our line of enquiry is complementary in intent to the existing approaches [3-6]. It proposes an alternative,
the use of the univariate Green-Kubo “Generalised Langevin Equation” (GLE) which explicitly incorporates
both non-Markovian noise and response as a tool for modelling global mean temperature [8]. We show how long
memory simplifies the GLE to a fractional Langevin equation (FLE) which has not only a stochastic term identical
to fractional Gaussian noise, but also a dissipation term not present in [4-6] which generalises the damping
constant present in the Hasselmann formalism. We describe an EBM of this FLE-type, discuss its solutions, and
relate its predictions to existing models.
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